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Abstract 

Does the language comprehension system resolve ambiguities for single and multiple word 

units similarly? We investigate this question by examining whether two constructs with 

robust effects on ambiguous word processing—meaning relatedness and meaning 

dominance—have similar influences on idiom processing. Eye tracking showed that: (1) 

idioms with more related figurative and literal meanings were read faster, paralleling findings 

for ambiguous words (Eddington & Tokowicz, 2015), and (2) meaning relatedness and 

meaning dominance interacted to drive eye movements on idioms just as they do on 

polysemous ambiguous words (Foraker & Murphy, 2012). These findings are consistent with 

a language comprehension system that resolves ambiguities similarly regardless of literality 

or the number of words in the unit.  

 

Keywords: figurative language, ambiguity, idioms, ambiguous words, eye movements and 

reading 
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INTRODUCTION 

Language is figurative when its intended meaning is not a simple combination of the 

relevant words’ meanings (Glucksberg, 1991). Considerable research has focused on the 

differences between literal and figurative language processing (e.g. Gibbs, 1980), but more 

recent research has shown parallels between them (Cutting & Bock, 1997; Giora, 2002; 

Konopka & Bock, 2009). The present research builds from the assumption that the language 

processing system processes flexibly across literal and figurative single words and multiword 

chunks, to test whether the factors affecting lexical ambiguity resolution similarly affect 

idiom ambiguity resolution. 

Historically, idioms have been assumed to be represented and processed as multi-

word units (Gibbs, 1980; Swinney & Cutler, 1979), but now it is thought that the same may 

hold for common literal strings (or lexical bundles). More frequent literal strings are 

processed more quickly (e.g. Arnon & Snider, 2010) and remembered more accurately 

(Tremblay, Derwing, Libben, & Westbury, 2011) than less frequent ones. Indeed, findings of 

facilitated processing for non-adjacent frequent collocations (Vilkaite, 2016) suggest that the 

language system may process words and bundles simultaneously. This is consistent with 

classic findings suggesting that idioms are not only processed as units —particularly the fact 

that changing a word in an idiom does not always disrupt processing (e.g. Hamblin & Gibbs, 

1999; Nordmann, Cleland, & Bull, 2014).  

Ambiguity resolution is important in idiom processing; most idioms have both literal 

and figurative meanings (ex. on the fence) (Cronk, Lima, & Schweigert, 1993). Several 

models propose that idiom comprehension involves compositional analysis of the literal 

meaning and simultaneous direct retrieval of the figurative meaning (for an overview, see 

Cacciari, 2014), consistent with a processing framework in which single words and lexical 

bundles are processed simultaneously. Sprenger et al.’s Superlemma Hypothesis (2006) 
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assumes that words and idioms are both represented by single units—for idioms, the titular 

superlemmas—at both lemma and concept levels. Connections between individual-word 

lemmas and the idiom’s superlemma account for priming effects wherein one word from an 

idiom primes the whole idiom and vice versa (Sprenger et al., 2006). 

Under this view, the same factors that affect lexical ambiguity resolution should affect 

idiom ambiguity resolution. Meaning relatedness is one construct that appears to have such 

parallel effects. Homonyms, like bank, have multiple unrelated meanings. This low meaning 

relatedness sometimes disadvantages homonym processing, possibly because the meanings 

compete for activation (Armstrong & Plaut, 2016). Polysemes, like sheet, have multiple 

related meanings (referred to as senses). Their high relatedness generally aids polyseme 

processing (Eddington & Tokowicz, 2015). Similarly, higher relatedness between idioms’ 

literal and figurative meanings usually facilitates processing (Caillies & Butcher, 2007; Gibbs 

et al., 1989), particularly when semantic processing is heavily recruited (Libben & Titone, 

2008). Decomposability is an idiom-specific meaning relatedness construct indexing the 

semantic relationship between the meanings of the individual words in an idiom and the 

idiom itself (e.g. Gibbs, Nayak, Bolton, & Keppel, 1989; Caillies & Butcher, 2007). Titone 

and Connine (1999) argued that decomposability should affect idiom processing the same 

way that meaning relatedness affects lexical processing: for decomposable idioms, the 

meanings’ relatedness should facilitate their joint activation, but for nondecomposable 

idioms, the unrelated meanings should compete. Indeed, Titone and Connine (1999) observed 

processing difficulty for nondecomposable, but not decomposable, idioms.  

Another construct with similar effects on both idiom and ambiguous word processing 

is meaning dominance: the relative frequency of one meaning over others (Duffy, Morris, & 

Rayner, 1988). Figurative idiom meanings are frequently dominant over literal meanings (e.g. 

Cronk, Lima, & Schweigert, 1993). However, the appropriateness of a particular idiom 
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meaning can be clarified and guided by context (Fanari, Cacciari, & Tabossi, 2010), and 

mismatches between contextual expectations and meaning dominance can result in 

processing disruption (Holsinger & Kaiser, 2013).  

Studies of ambiguous word comprehension suggest that effects of meaning 

dominance and meaning relatedness may interact, although multiple interactive patterns have 

been observed. Brocher and colleagues (2018) crossed the meaning dominance and meaning 

relatedness of ambiguous words that were followed by a clause that biased their subordinate 

meaning. Reading times on the disambiguating region were longer following words with less 

related meanings when one meaning was strongly dominant, suggesting that a word’s 

dominant meaning may interfere with the processing of its less-dominant meaning when they 

are unrelated. On the other hand, Foraker and Murphy (2012) embedded ambiguous words 

with related meanings into sentences with both biasing contexts and disambiguating final 

clauses. They observed processing slowdowns for words with one strongly dominant sense, 

but no corresponding slowdowns for words with more balanced senses, regardless of context 

or disambiguation. The findings of these studies are contradictory: both found processing 

difficulty when one meaning was strongly dominant, but the studies differ on whether 

concurrent strong meaning relatedness aids or impedes processing. If ambiguous words and 

idioms are processed similarly, either of these interactions may appear for idioms.  

The present research aims to determine whether patterns of meaning dominance and 

meaning relatedness observed in ambiguous word research generalize to idiom processing. 

Following Brocher and colleagues (2016; 2018) and Foraker and Murphy (2012), we 

embedded idioms varying in meaning relatedness and figurative meaning dominance into 

contexts biasing either their literal or figurative interpretations, and tracked participants’ eyes 

as they read them. Whereas these previous studies included postcritical regions 

disambiguating their ambiguous words, in the current study all material after the idiom was 
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consistent with both of its interpretations. Therefore any observed effects, even in re-reading 

behaviors, should reflect relatively undisrupted processing rather than revision processes. 

Critically, these previous studies all found effects on their critical words; we therefore expect 

to see effects on the idioms in this study. 

If the language processing system uses the same mechanisms to resolve ambiguities 

regardless of literality or the number of words in the unit, we expect to see similar effects of 

meaning dominance and relatedness during idiom resolution as have previously been seen for 

ambiguous words. In particular, we predict that idioms with more related figurative and 

literal meanings should be read more quickly and re-read less, congruent with previous 

studies (e.g. Klepousniotou, 2002; Titone & Connine, 1999). If biasing context affects 

ambiguous word and idiom processing similarly, then idioms with highly dominant figurative 

meanings should be read more slowly in literally-biasing contexts, following Brocher et al.’s 

(2016) findings with ambiguous words. Finally, we predict that meaning dominance and 

meaning relatedness will interact to drive idiom comprehension, although it is not clear 

whether to expect the interaction from Brocher et al. (2018) or Foraker and Murphy (2012).  

 
METHODS 

Participants 

Thirty-six undergraduate native English speakers (who did not participate in the 

norming described below) participated. 

Materials 

Participants read three-sentence passages while their eyes were tracked. Passages 

consisted of a biasing context sentence, an idiom sentence, and a wrap-up sentence. Context 

sentences biased either the less dominant literal or more dominant figurative interpretation of 

the idiom. There were 45 items with two conditions each: 
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(1A) Peter often panics about small things. Sometimes he loses his grip [for a moment.] But 

he always recovers. (figurative context) 

(1B) Peter is an expert on the parallel bars. Sometimes he loses his grip [for a moment.] But 

he always recovers. (literal context) 

 

Idiom sentences contained a neutral precritical region (italicized), an idiom 

(underlined), and a neutral postcritical region (bracketed). Idiom and wrap-up sentences were 

consistent with both interpretations of the idiom. Context-bias conditions were 

counterbalanced between participants. Each sentence appeared on its own line, and the 

critical idiom region was always in the middle of the second line. 

We included 80 filler passages of varying lengths and structures; some contained 

figurative language. After 40 of the filler passages a yes/no comprehension question 

appeared, half of which required a “yes” response. 

Norming 

Figurative dominance, meaning relatedness, and idiom familiarity norm values (Table 

1) were used as continuous predictors in statistical analyses.  

 

Table 1. Idiom figurative dominance, meaning relatedness, and familiarity descriptive statistics 

Norm Mean SD Range 

Figurative Dominance 

(50-100%) 

74.89 9.85 50.17 - 89.64 

Meaning Relatedness 

(1-7) 

3.60 .91 1.14 – 5.25 

Idiom Familiarity (1-7) 5.17 .52 4.08 – 5.92 
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Figurative Dominance 

Fifty-seven participants normed 140 idioms. Participants saw each idiom with a slider 

between its literal and figurative meanings. They moved the slider to indicate what 

percentage of the time they expected the idiom to have each meaning. 

Meaning Relatedness 

The same 57 participants saw each idiom’s literal and figurative meanings and rated 

how related they were on a scale of 1 (very unrelated) to 7 (very related). Participants were 

not told that the phrases they saw were idiom meanings. We did not collect finer-grained data 

regarding why participants rated idioms the way they did: high relatedness could therefore 

have indexed metaphorical correspondences between individual words and aspects of the 

figurative meaning (Gibbs et al., 1989), general contributions of single words to figurative 

meaning (Caillies, & Butcher, 2007), the ease with which the motivation for the idiom’s 

figurative use could be understood or invented (Nunberg, Sag, & Wasow, 1994), or 

something idiosyncratic to each participant. We chose our approach because it is most similar 

to how meaning relatedness is usually normed in word ambiguity studies (e.g. Klepousniotou 

et al., 2008). Note additionally that ratings of idiom decomposability or transparency tend to 

be unstable (e.g. Keysar & Bly, 1995); our approach was intended to minimize this instability 

while maximizing parallels to ambiguous word norming. 

 Participants did not rate the same idioms on both dominance and relatedness. Table 2 

shows example idioms with higher and lower figurative dominance and meaning relatedness 

values. 

Idiom Familiarity 

Fifty-three participants rated 240 idioms on a scale of 1 (very unfamiliar) to 7 (very 

familiar).  

Table 2. Example idioms with higher and lower figurative dominance/meaning relatedness values 
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Meaning 

Relatedness 

Figurative 

Dominance 

Idiom Relatedness 

Score 

Dominance 

Score 

High Biased on the fence 4.75 89% 

 Balanced deliver the goods 4.3 59% 

Low Biased fall off the wagon 2.71 78% 

 Balanced cut down to size 2.08 61% 

 

Idiom Selection Criteria 

The 45 selected idioms had comprehensible literal interpretations (ensuring meaning 

ambiguity), scored between 4 and 7 in the familiarity norm (ensuring accessibility of 

figurative meanings), and had dominant (>50%) figurative meanings. Lower figurative 

dominance scores meant that the rated likelihoods of literal and figurative meanings were 

relatively balanced. 

Context Bias 

Twenty-four participants saw each passage truncated after the idiom, and rated on a 

scale of 1 (figurative) to 7 (literal) which meaning of the idiom was appropriate. Participants 

preferred the figurative meaning after the figuratively-biased context (M = 1.55; SD = .42) 

and the literal meaning after the literally-biased context (M = 5.85; SD = .85; paired-sample 

t-test:  t(44) = -30.77; p<.05). 

Progressive Naturalness 

Six participants rated the naturalness of each passage truncated before the idiom, after 

the idiom, after the idiom sentence, and after the full item, on a scale of 1 (very natural) to 7 

(very unnatural); see Table 3. We used naturalness ratings as predictors in analyses. 

Table 3. Progressive naturalness norm descriptive statistics 

Context bias Evaluation point Mean SD 
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Figurative Before Idiom 3.74 .64 

After Idiom 2.65 .82 

After Idiom Sentence 2.48 .57 

Full Passage 2.8 .66 

Literal Before Idiom 3.76 .78 

After Idiom 2.72 .88 

After Idiom Sentence 2.29 .61 

Full Passage 2.47 .68 

 

Procedure 

An Eyelink 1000 eyetracker monitored the gaze location of participants’ right eyes 

every millisecond. Participants viewed stimuli binocularly on a monitor 63 cm from their 

eyes. Three characters equaled 1º of visual angle. The experiment lasted approximately 30 

minutes. Chin and forehead rests minimized head movements. The tracker was calibrated 

using a 9-point calibration grid; additional re-calibration was performed as necessary. A 

single-point drift check was performed every five trials. 

RESULTS 

We analyzed four eye-movement measures: (1) first fixation, the duration of the first 

fixation on a region during first-pass reading, (2) go past, the sum of all fixations from entering 

a region during first-pass reading until leaving it to the right, including regressive fixations, (3) 

re-reading, the sum of all fixations on a region not during first-pass reading, and (4) total time, 

the sum of all fixations on a region. We focused on eye-movement measures that involved re-

reading because these are often where meaning-related effects appear (e.g. Frisson & Pickering, 

2001), and we wanted to minimize the number of statistical tests. First fixation was included 

to capture any early spillover effects in the postcritical region. 
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Trials with track losses and blinks during first pass reading of the idiom were 

removed (3.4% of trials). Short fixations (<60 ms) within one character position of a longer 

fixation were combined. Other fixations shorter than 60 ms or longer than 1500 ms were 

removed (Brocher et al., 2016). Three trials in the literal context-bias condition were removed 

due to calibration errors. After processing, 1,561 trials were analyzed. 

Data were analyzed using linear mixed effects models in the R statistical computing 

package  (R Development Core Team, 2013; ver. 3.0.1) and using the lme4 package (Bates, 

Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015; ver. 1.1-7). P-values were obtained using the lmerTest 

package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017; ver. 2.0-20). Models were fit using 

the fullest random effects structure that would allow convergence (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & 

Tily, 2013). Models included fixed effects of context bias (literal vs. figurative), figurative 

dominance, meaning relatedness, and idiom familiarity. For each region of interest, we also 

included the corresponding progressive naturalness score as a fixed effect. We included 

random effects of participant and item, and random slopes of progressive naturalness score 

within items and figurative dominance, meaning relatedness, idiom familiarity, and 

progressive naturalness score within participants. To improve interpretability, we reverse-

coded progressive naturalness. Note that meaning relatedness and figurative dominance were 

treated as continuous predictors in statistical models. Table 4 shows means for all eye-

movement measures in all regions. Because there were no effects of context type in statistical 

analyses, means are shown collapsed over context bias. 

 

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for all eye movement measures in all analysis regions, for high and low meaning 

relatedness and biased and balanced figurative dominance, collapsed over context type 

Region Measure 

Meaning 

Relatedness 

Figurative 

Dominance Mean (ms) SD 
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Precritical 

First 

Fixation High Biased 212.91 72.73 

   Balanced 208.12 70.38 

  Low Biased 215.67 87.97 

   Balanced 209.66 81.76 

 Go Past High Biased 535.51 366.02 

   Balanced 447.25 295.62 

  Low Biased 488.74 331.81 

   Balanced 472.15 374.23 

 Rereading High Biased 340.65 259.97 

   Balanced 300.55 190.51 

  Low Biased 288.19 173.30 

   Balanced 325.97 238.32 

 

Total 

Time High Biased 586.48 405.99 

   Balanced 500.33 332.69 

  Low Biased 559.79 416.46 

   Balanced 528.59 380.06 

Critical 

First 

Fixation High Biased 215.00 72.52 

   Balanced 210.01 63.83 

  Low Biased 216.96 69.61 

   Balanced 208.45 65.14 

 Go Past High Biased 632.11 337.02 
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   Balanced 524.60 246.75 

  Low Biased 562.28 252.07 

   Balanced 590.09 334.77 

 Rereading High Biased 331.74 188.67 

   Balanced 308.93 154.41 

  Low Biased 332.48 202.09 

   Balanced 362.05 238.71 

 

Total 

Time High Biased 694.13 340.84 

   Balanced 606.72 320.94 

  Low Biased 641.48 305.88 

   Balanced 654.24 390.14 

Postcritical 

First 

Fixation High Biased 235.77 90.91 

   Balanced 226.90 71.68 

  Low Biased 227.95 85.50 

   Balanced 220.16 83.98 

 Go Past High Biased 800.03 604.60 

   Balanced 811.82 588.73 

  Low Biased 760.32 593.05 

   Balanced 772.03 576.50 

 Rereading High Biased 394.27 343.87 

   Balanced 415.62 417.60 

  Low Biased 482.60 386.00 

   Balanced 425.02 363.95 
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Total 

Time High Biased 731.16 472.94 

   Balanced 731.96 418.10 

  Low Biased 699.57 446.78 

   Balanced 698.98 429.63 

Pre-Critical Region 

There were no reliable effects. 

Critical Region 

Models for go past and re-reading converged with full random effects structure. For 

first fixation, random slopes of meaning relatedness and figurative dominance within 

participants and progressive naturalness score within items were dropped. For total time, the 

random slope of progressive naturalness score within items was dropped. First fixation 

showed no reliable effects. Go past, re-reading, and total time all showed a reliable effect of 

figurative dominance: as it increased, reading time decreased (Go Past: β�=-254.06; 

SE=87.97; t=-2.89; p<.05; Re-reading: β̂=-91.86; SE=45.61; t=-2.01; p=.051; Total time: β̂=-

214.91; SE=91.01; t=-2.36; p<.05). Go past and total time also showed reliable effects of 

meaning relatedness: as relatedness increased, reading time decreased (Go Past: β�=-

547.01.42; SE=170.21.; t=-3.21; p<.05; Total time: (β̂=-465.92; SE=176.08; t=-2.65; 

p<.05).). In all three measures, significant main effects were qualified by a significant 

interaction between figurative dominance and meaning relatedness (Go Past: β�=76.96; 

SE=23.05; t=3.28; p<.05; Re-reading: β̂=26.60; SE=12.24; t=2.17; p<.05; Total time: 

β̂=65.65; SE=24.31; t=2.70; p<.05): increased meaning relatedness slowed processing when 

figurative dominance was high but speeded processing when figurative dominance was low 

(Figure 1). Finally, as familiarity increased, reading time decreased in all three measures (Go 
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past: β�=-71.54; SE=39.35; t=-1.82; p=.08; Re-reading: β̂=-38.93; SE=20.33; t=-1.92; p=.06; 

Total time: β̂=-91.72; SE=40.71; t=-2.25; p<.05). 
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Figure 1. Estimated effects of figurative dominance and meaning relatedness on Total Time, Go Past, and Re-

Reading in the critical region, collapsed over context bias. X-axes show average rated percentage of time 

(divided by 10) that participants would expect the string to have the figurative meaning Note that although 

meaning relatedness was treated as a continuous variable in analyses, it is presented here using a median split 

for ease of interpretation. 

 

Post-Critical Region 

Models for go past and re-reading converged with full random effects structure. For 

first fixation and total time, the random slope of progressive naturalness score within items 

was dropped. First fixation showed a marginal interaction between context bias and figurative 

dominance (β�=35.29; SE=18.81; t=1.88; p=.06) and a marginal interaction between context 

bias, figurative dominance, and meaning relatedness (β�=-9.06; SE=5.02; t=-1.81; p=.07). Go 

past and total time both showed a reliable effect of naturalness: as it increased, reading time 

decreased (Go past: β̂=-75.81; SE=25.00; t=-3.03; p<.05; Total time: β�=-39.47; SE=17.62; 

t=-2.24; p<.05)  

DISCUSSION 
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 The findings of this study suggest parallels between ambiguous idiom and ambiguous 

word resolution processes. First, more figuratively-dominant idioms were read faster than 

idioms with more balanced meanings, similar to ambiguous words (Duffy et al., 1988). 

Second, idioms with more related literal and figurative meanings were read faster and re-read 

less. Third, meaning relatedness and figurative dominance interacted, paralleling post-hoc 

results from Foraker and Murphy (2012) showing processing disadvantages for polysemes 

with highly related but biased meanings 

Contrary to Brocher et al. (2018)’s ambiguous word findings, we observed no 

processing disruption when a figuratively-dominant idiom appeared within a literally-biased 

context. Context only played a role in a marginal interaction between context bias, figurative 

dominance, and meaning relatedness on first fixation duration in the postcritical region, and it 

is unclear what mechanism this interaction might represent. This lack of context effects is not 

unprecedented; Conklin and Schmitt (2008) observed none on the interpretation of 

ambiguous formulaic phrases. The current lack of context effects may have arisen because 

the neutral post-idiom regions did not force participants to fully disambiguate the idioms. 

When context effects appear, they are often on disambiguating regions following the 

ambiguous unit (see Titone & Connine, 1999; Foraker & Murphy, 2012). Another possible 

explanation for the lack of context effects is that both literal and figurative contexts produced 

processing slowdowns for biased idioms with related meanings, although for different 

reasons. Slowdowns in figurative contexts could be due to strong enrichment of the dominant 

sense, whereas slowdowns in literal contexts could be due to competition between the 

subordinate context and the dominant figurative meaning.  

Meaning relatedness and figurative dominance interacted such that, in the critical 

region, high meaning relatedness slowed processing when figurative dominance was high but 

speeded processing when figurative dominance was low. This closely parallels Foraker and 
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Murphy (2012)’s interaction, in which high sense dominance and high relatedness 

disadvantaged polyseme processing, and is the opposite of Brocher et al (2018)’s interaction 

across polysemes and homonyms, in which high sense dominance and low relatedness 

conferred disadvantages. Foraker and Murphy hypothesized that the strong dominance of one 

sense may increase between-sense competition, over-riding the advantage normally afforded 

by high sense relatedness. Perhaps when one sense is strongly dominant, it becomes more 

differentiated from other senses, resulting in a polyseme that is processed more like a 

homonym—although this explanation neglects the role of context during processing. The 

current interaction could indicate that our participants processed the highly familiar idioms 

tested here more like polysemes than homonyms. Indeed, large-scale norming studies show 

that idiom familiarity and perceived compositionality (a measure related to meaning 

relatedness) are positively correlated (Nordmann et al. 2014).  On the other hand, our 

norming indicated that some of our idioms had strongly unrelated meanings. Ultimately, 

more work will be needed to understand the mechanisms driving these interactions. 

The observed parallels between lexical and idiom ambiguity resolution open new 

questions about idiom representation. Research into lexical ambiguity resolution has begun to 

investigate: (1) whether different lexical meanings are stored separately or together, (2) if 

together, whether the representation is underspecified or based on core features, and (3) 

whether the answers to these questions vary according to the type of ambiguous word 

(Eddington & Tokowicz, 2015). Research into idiom ambiguity resolution has barely begun 

to grapple with these questions, which become even more relevant if some idioms might be 

lexical bundles with stored literal and figurative meanings. The Superlemma Hypothesis, in 

which idioms and single words have similar underlying representational structures, seems a 

good framework within which to start considering these questions.  
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The current findings are consistent with a language processing system that resolves 

ambiguities similarly regardless of literality or the number of words in the unit. We found 

that meaning dominance and meaning relatedness in idiom ambiguity resolution interacted 

such that higher relatedness and figurative dominance elicited processing slowdowns, 

paralleling previous findings for ambiguous words (Foraker & Murphy, 2012). If—as 

suggested by these results—the same representations and mechanisms are in play for 

resolution of both idioms and ambiguous words, then representational questions that are 

specific to either literature may be usefully applied to both. 
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